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The Wind and the Waves
Biblical Theology in Protology and Eschatology
David W. Baker*

stract
Wind and water are ambiguous forces in the biblical world, and in the Bible
elf. Sometimes threatening and sometimes benign and beneficent, these elements
acket the Bible, from the watery deep overblown by the wind of the Spirit in Genesis
ough the vanishing sea in Revelation. This paper traces the development and use of
e motif, highlighting the Old Testament occurrences, but also integrating later uses,
pecially Jesus' sovereignty over these elements in Mark 4.

troduction
Chiasmus, also known as ring construction or concentric parallelism, is a wellcognized literary feature wherein "words, phrases, sentences ands even longer texts
e sequenced not linearly, but in a cross-pattern"! in which the first and last element
rrespond, as do the second and second from last, and so on. Thus one ends where one
gan, having gone there and back again. These can run for small word plays such as
e first man's purported self-introduction to the first woman ("Madam, I'm Adam", for
'hich I have been unable to trace the biblical reference), to the suggestion that entire
iblical books such as Galatians 2 and Jeremiah 3 are framed by this structural device.
Interest in the device has spread even beyond academia. Perhaps it is the
elight in discovering at times hidden patterns of linguistic play which gives rise to
lore popular works such as one recently entitled Never Let a Fool Kiss You or a Kiss
4
'0 01 You.
This interest seems to be broader than linguistic, however, since basic
llman questions revolve around beginnings and endings. Whether innocent and na'ive
llestions ("Where did I come from, Daddy?" "Where did Grandma go when she died,
lommy?"- questions not quickly answered even in their naIvete!), or more reasoned
rticulations of national origin (e.g. "My father was a wandering Aramaean, and he went
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down into Egypt with a few people and lived there and became a great nation, powerf:
and numerous." [Deut 26:5, NIV]; or "When in the Course of human events, it become
necessary for one people to dissolve the political bands which have connected the
with another, and to assume among the powers of the earth, the separate and equal
station to which the Laws of Nature and of Nature's God entitle them, a decent respe
to the opinions of mankind requires that they should declare the causes which imp,
them to the separation," which, for the occasion, is the American Declaration I
Independence), beginnings and ending fascinate.
A suggestion by a student as to a possible thesis topic led to the concept of th
paper. He was interested in studying the background and significance of the astonish(1.
question concerning Jesus: "Who is this? Even the wind and the waves obey him
(Mark 4:41). This led to thoughts of wind and water language used elsewhere
Scripture. In this realm there seems to be a cosmic chiasm, ranging form the Urpunkt I ·
the wind of God's spirit moving over primeval waters in Genesis 1:2 to an Endpunkt I
the disappearance of regular terrestrial waters in Revelation 21: 1, they being replace
by water from the very throne of God (Rev 22:1). As an intriguing literary, historic,
cosmic and theological Mittelpunkt lie Jesus' encounters with wind and water :1
recorded in the Gospels.
Previous study
Mine is, of course, by no means the first study to notice thematic links acro:
the canon. Hermann Gunkel wrote an influential study of a purported conflict betwet
God and forces of evil which stretches, he suggests, from Genesis 1 to Revelation 12
He looked at the texts against a background of ancient Near Eastern myth, a differe:
approach than will be followed here. Claus Westermann has also looked at Anfang ur.
Ende in der Bibe/,6 and, in a more modest work, Warren Gage looked at SOIl
eschatological trajectories which are launched in Genesis and continue to the end of tl
canon. 7 Even the text of Genesis itself, starting as it does with the beginning (n~iD~':J
leads one naturally to ask about the end (D~f)~i1 n~'n~).8
Scope of this study
Hebrew, Aramaic , and Greek terms within the semantic fields of water ar
wind are numerous in Scripture. An exhaustive study of these is beyond the scope'
this paper, or even a monograph, as evidenced for example, by a volume by PhiliP!
Reymond concerning only water terms in the Old Testament. 9 Many of the listed tern
have a rich range of figurative and metaphorical meaning in Scripture, as do such tern
in all languages, since the natural phenomena themselves are so ubiquitous aT
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I cessary for life. These figurative uses will not playa primary role here, however.
I ther, attention will be directed toward occurrences of the actual phenomena
I mselves, most particularly when they occur in the context of the workings of God.

le study
Old Testament (Summary)
Christina Baxter in her stimulating Tyndale lecture lO stated that how God acts
ows who he is; he is self-consistent and there is no discrepancy between being and
ing on his part. What do the actions of God show of his essence in the Old Testament
ssages which concern wind and water? The Old Testament evidence regarding the
mtiguous use of wind and water terminology will show the following.
Firstly, God as creator has superintendence or control even over things not
ecifically listed as being created by him. He is neither faced with a rebellious
ponent in his natural creation, nor is he involved in conflict with nature.
Secondly, God uses these aspects of the world, the wind and the rain, as his
struments; they have no autonomous function without him. From the perspective of
ose who encounter them, their purposes might appear either beneficial or harmful, but
od wields them. Even in a text such as Job 26, which appears to be a polemic against
Igan religious beliefs by describing a metaphorical battle between God and other
:>ities, water is in God's control, and it is "his" wind.
Thirdly, there is no rival with God for this power over wind and wave. Other
I.aimants to such authority are shown to be without standing.

r
I

l. Old Testament Evidence
I

Starting at the beginning is a wise move, though the amount of ink spilt

~nceming the meanings of relevant terms and concepts such as

Dii1r1, nii, and D"a

t the beginning of the canon could, I am sure, more than refill the primeval sea [and

ne could also make comment on much of the writings in comparison to mere wind, but
is probably more prudent not to go there]. It is commonly suggested that Genesis 1:2
!flects a mythological conflict between Israel's God (ElohimlYahweh) and the chaotic
eep (tehom). This purportedly derives, according to Gunkel, from the Babylonian
reation myth Enuma elish where the God Marduk (the part played by Yahweh) defeats
le sea goddess Tiamat (played by tehom) with the wind as a weapon. I I This view, with
ariations and permutations such as a Canaanite rather than a Mesopotamian
ackground for the story,12 has been espoused by numerous subsequent writers,13 being
;!stated for the more popular audience in recent dictionaries. 14
An effective counter to aspects of this interpretation has been articulated by
15
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I

David Tsumura,15 who shows that the proposed etymological connection betwe~ l.
TiamatJtehom l6 is fallacious,17 and that there is no personalization of 'deep' or 'wate!'
in the Genesis account. IS Rather, the subterranean sea is the referent of tehom. Al l
conflict is foreign to the Genesis account,19 with the only movement 20 being that ·1:
God's agent, the ruah.
It is often suggested that the sea was threatening for Israel, an object of fea
For example, Robert Luyster makes this cIaim.21 He also suggests a Babylonian, rath
than a Palestinian or Can'aanite setting for the concept of the threatening sea. 22 He statlJ
that "for desert nomads water is characteristically a blessing, but for the marsh dwellel
between the Tigris and Euphrates the feeling was entirely different.',23 It is uncle!
where he places Israel in this equation since they, living in Palestine, are presumab.
among the "desert nomads" but they borrow the frightening sea concept fro
Mesopotamia. This interpretation raises questions on geographical, sociologic~
psychological and textual grounds.
Geographically, Israel finds itself during most of its existence in a no ,
Mesopotamian, and therefore non-marshland, environment. It is bounded on the west 1
the Mediterranean, on the south by the Red Sea, and on the north by the Sea of Galile
All of these bodies of water are larger than the two rivers defining Mesopotamia, ar I
they would cause greater weather systems than would these rivers, not all of the '
beneficial. The suggestion that water itself was a threat is true for flooding rivers, ;
Luyster suggests,24 but it is equally true, and often more devastatingly sudden, in
normally dry wadi, or nahal, part of Israel's native geography.
Sociologically, a designation of Israel or its geographical neighbors as "dese
nomads" is misleading. Some portions of the region are steppe land (midbar), b
Canaan is not desert, and neither Israel nor most of her neighbors should be designat{!
as "nomads" if that is defined as itinerant hunters or herdsmen without permane
settlement. There has been much study of the topic of nomadism in the ancient Ne i
East, especially by Michael Rowton,25 and this is a point often made by Dona·
Wiseman. 26 Israel and its neighbors are not well described as nomads.
There is also a psychological difficulty with this interpretation of Luyste
According to them, Babylon fears because they live in watery conditions and kno
water too well, but Palestine does not fear because they live in desert conditions and (
not know water at all. Psychologically, fear seems to be driven in the other directio
fear of the unknown rather than fear of the known. Marsh dwellers make their livelihoc
from the water. For them it is sustenance and the mediator of life itself. Sailors learn .
cope with and overcome the sea's at times violent nature. The Greeks, a maritin
people, often referred to the sea as 'the wine red sea,' and this was not because of ar
l
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r age between it and battle and bloodshed. Those who know the sea describe it as a

g of beauty rather than as a thing of terror. For water dwellers, the water would not
: dangerous threat causing fear, but a powerful force deserving respect. For a desert
d ler, however, the unknown,27 or that which is simply fabulous such as the sea,
Illd be more likely to cause terror. They would not have been able to develop the
:ing mechanisms, and would not have discerned any benefit from the sea. It would be
I e of a powerful threat to them.
Finally, such a concept of the threatening sea appears suspect on textual
. nds. In the Enuma elish account, Tiamat, supposedly goddess of salt water, seeks to
roy the iggigi after a failed attempt to do so by her consort, Apsu, lord of the fresh
ers.28 There is a resulting battle between her and Marduk of the storm, and she is
",ated and dismembered. 29 From the text itself, this violence does not appear to be a
manent attribute of the waters since no conflict is discernable at the outset of the
'y. Prior to the creation of the elements of civilized society we read that "Primeval
,u was their progenitor, and matrix-Tiamat was she who bore them all, they were
gling their waters together. ,,30 Other deities come into being, and things proceed
moniously for a period before any conflict arises. 3) This indicates that one cannot
m, based on this account, that the water is fundamentally threatening.
It is noteworthy that within the Enuma e1ish narrative any threat by the sea is
to humanity, which is not yet in existence, nor to creation in general. Tiamat's wrath
lirected against the iggigi, a sub-category of divine beings. Mankind is unthreatened,
I there seems to be no indication that he has anything to worry about after being
Iated, except an inordinate amount of drudgery in service of the gods. 32
I
The suggestion of threatening water and sea as a common motif in the Old
stament can also be questioned by analysis of the biblical texts, including Genesis
" to which we now return.
Whether the term ruah refers to the blowing 'wind' ,33 a spiritual emanation
m God,34 or even God's breath,35 the grammar of the passage shows that ruah, like
waters, is under God's superintendence. (The suggestion that 'elohim is
lmmatically a superlative adjective,36 resulting in 'a great wind' is without merit in
s chapter where its ~egular, nominal use as 'God' occurs some 25 times). What is
~sented here is a picture of the serene control of God at the beginning of the creation,
perhaps better, the ordering, process, with no rivals in sight as he prepares the
lverse for those like him. 37 Any polemic against Mesopotamian or Canaanite
;mogonic beliefs is only implicit as regards this passage itself, though, as Heidel 38
j others have shown, implied they are.
Allusion to the creation event or account is not infrequent in scripture,39 and
I
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several of these allusions include mention of wind and water. Job, in his thoughts on j
origins and mystery of wisdom in chapter 28, credits God with establishing wisdom
the fear of the Lord (v. 28) from the very time of creation itself. Wisdom, accordinf
Reymond, corresponds to the "goodness" of creation in Genesis 1. 40 It seems almos';
be perceived as one of the laws of nature, founded, like the Mesopotamian me "when'
gave to the wind its weight, and apportioned out the waters by measure; when he madl
decree for the rain, and .a way for the thunderbolt" (28:25-26). Wind (ruah) and weal.
(matar and haziz) are here conjoined as parts of the ongoing life of the world. It wo
be nice to see this passage as an illusion to the cyclical nature of the seasons, whicl
the function of the luminaries in Genesis 1: 16,41 but this seems to outstrip the evidel
42
of the passage itself.
Wisdom, or knowledge, and creation also meet in Isaiah 40, where Yah we,
power will manifest itself in his loving care for his chastised people. His ability!
provide this care is but a trifling matter for the God who easily measures in his hill
water and soil, mountain and hill (v. 12).43 This power is juxtaposed in v. 13 with I
independence of Yahweh's ruah, (Who has directed Yahweh's ruah [here usm
translated as 'spirit'], or as his counselor has instructed him?). No idol can hope
compare to this One of real power and insight (vv. 18-20). Nor can humanity, wh
Agur confesses as without wisdom or knowledge in Proverbs 30:2-3. Futile humanit:
contrasted by Agur with the One who gathered the wind (ruah), wrapped up the wat
(mayim) and established the earth (v. 4).
This divine provider continues to work according to the Psalmi,st. In Ps,"
147:7-20, among other things God feeds animals and birds, waters the earth thrm :
rain (v. 8), and makes the waters flow (~ by melting snow and ice by means of l
ruah (vv. 16-18). As wel1 as being granted, providence can also be withheld, as At,
reminded Israel in chapter 4. Among the natural disasters visited upon Israel in ordej
bring them back to Yahweh were famine (v. 6), blight, mildew and locusts to affect t1
crops (v. 9), pestilence and war (vv. 10, 11), and the apparently random withholdinr
rain (geshem; vv. 7-8). Yahweh's ability to bring these disasters associates with I
being the former of mountains and the creator of the wind (bore' ruah, v. 13), a c1:
not directly derived from Genesis 1, since there no origin of wind water, or dee!
explicitly mentioned.
The contrast between the creative and sustaining power of God on the'
hand and the ineffectiveness of idols has already been noted in Isaiah 40. This is one
a number of cases where there is an explicit polemic against the religious beliefs of ,
apostate Israelites and their pagan neighbors. Idols are also the target in two m
passages from the prophets, both in Jeremiah. Jeremiah 51: 15-16 reintroduce sev(
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Ilgs already met in our discussion, including the wind and creation: 44 "(15) It is he
made the earth by his power, who established the world by his wisdom, and by his
I.erstanding stretched out the heavens. (16) When he utters his voice there is a tumult
waters in the heavens, and he makes the mist rise from the ends of the earth. He
I ces lightnings for the rain, and he brings out the wind from his storehouses." This
:ticular articulation of Yahweh as creator of water and wind was apparently well
wn, since it reappears practically verbatim in Psalm 135:6-7. 45 God in his wisdom
power is in stark contrast to the people who worship idols, which themselves have
eal substance (they are hevel, 'vapor' v. 18), no truth but rather falsehood (v. 18),
I no life force (no ruah v. 17). This picture, with its Sturm und Drang (v. 16) seems
\orne contrast to the apparent tranquility of Genesis 1.
Jeremiah had previously used the exact same description of God's creative acts
'.0:12-13. 46 Here foolish idolatry is characterized as one of the 'ways of the nations'
:2) or 'customs of the peoples (v. 3), while Jeremiah 51 is a more specific warning
Iinst the practices of Babylon, whose end at the hand of the Medes is already in
Icess (v. 11). The polemic against useless idols is more pointed in 10:11, where they
specifically contrasted to the God of the wind and the water. They are "the gods who
not make the heavens and the earth.,,47
The last creation (or possibly better, 'organization,48) passage to which we will
.k is 'Job 26, which is not an apologetic for Yahweh against unnamed gods, but rather
,dowy figures and deities some of whom who are specifically identified. They include
:laanite deities and elements of the afterlife. While time will not permit here an
,Iansion on all of them, they can be noted in the translation of26:5-13.
(5) The shades (refaim, Ugaritic rapi'um 49 ) below tremble, the waters
and their inhabitants. (6) Sheol 5o is naked before God, and Abaddon 51
has no covering. (7) He stretches out Zaphon [the sacred mountain of
Baa1 52] over the void (tohu, cf. Gen 1:2), and hangs the earth upon
nothing. (8) He binds up the waters in his thick clouds, and the cloud
is not torn open by them. (9) He covers the face of the full moon, and
spreads over it his cloud. (10) He has described [better 'inscribed,
h.gg] a circle on the face of the waters, at the boundary between light
and darkness (cf. Gen 1:2) (11) The pillars of heaven tremble, and are
astounded at his rebuke. (12) By his power he stilled the sea (Yam);
by his understanding he struck down Rahab 53 . (13) By his wind (ruho)
the heavens are made fair; his hand has pierced the fleeing serpent
(nahash bariah 54 ).

l
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Here the enemy is plainly identified as being opponents to God. They are Sl l'
since people are led astray to follow after these already defeated nothings rather tt l
pursuing the God who has acted in the past and continually acts in reality in tb'
quotidian exp;erience of day and night, wind and water. Israel in its stupidity follo l
flickering shades rather than the one to whom these mighty creative acts are of lill
consequence, only the "outskirts of his ways" (v. 14) rather than what identifies hi
The ephem~ral beings fade in the presence of the God who is from the beginning.

B. Noah (Genesis 6-9)
Wind and water recur in the text describing recreation, in the story of the fl011t
This discussion will be briefer since this event did not seem to stir the imaginations a
pens of the ancients, as did the creation event. While water does, of course pla~ 1
significant role in a flood event,55 it is collocated with wind in only one verse. 56 U~
remembering Noah and his cargo, God sent a wind which dried up the water (8: 1), W
the procedure used being stopping the rain and terrestrial water as given in the nl
verse. Unlike the gods in the Gilgamesh epic who were terrified by the forces of natl
which they unleashed ("The gods became frightened of the deluge. They shrank b,'
and went to Anu's highest heaven. The gods cowered like dogs, crouching outside"~
God is in complete control. He shows his justice by bringing the floodwaters in the fi t
place, and his compassion by removing them.
It is interesting to note here an example of relativity, or change of perspecti .
I believe it was C. S. Lewis who said that a hell for humanity could be heaven .
mosquitoes. 58 So the removal of water can have different consequences' in differ:
circumstances. In Amos 4, which we have previously noted, the desiccation iu
punishment, and leads to loss of fruition, while in this case of a flood, desiccati I
allows fruition (Gen 8:I7-"Bring out with you every living thing ... so that they II
abound on the earth, and be fruitful and multiply on the earth."; 9:20- "Noah ... was '. !
first to plant a vineyard.,,)59
A similar sequence of events befalls Jonah. Fleeing from the. command of '!
Lord, he embarks on a ship to the west. Yahweh, rather than being eluded, sends a gr I
wind, also identified as a great storm over the sea (1:4). This threatens to swamp "
ship and drown Jonah and his traveling companions. The sailors, showing rot !
theological perspicuity than the follower of Yahweh, seek to address the situation, bul )
no avail until they jettison Jonah (vv. S-ISa). At that instant the tumult tempered, all
the resulting calm caused the sailors to fear Yahweh since they recognized his power. I
This variation of theme of God producing a violent sea is also found in Psa 1
107, which appears to relate to the Jonah story. It provides a vivid, poetic picture frll
I
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r perspective of one actually caught in a storm: (23) "Some went down to the sea in

I s, doing business on the mighty waters; (24) they saw the deeds of the Lord, his
\ndrous works in the deep; (25) for He commanded and raised the stormy wind which
i ",d up the waves of the sea. (26) They mounted up to heaven, they went down to the
1thS .... (28) Then they cried to the Lord in their trouble ... (29) He made the storm be
1 and the waves of the sea were hushed," presumably by the cessation of the wind
\ich God had sent. 60
Reymond understands the "mighty waters" of Psalm 107:23 to contain a
r;son of violence within them,61 though again this seems to outstrip the evidence. The
Iter at the start seems neutral, a place of commerce which is subsequently troubled by
. d. It appears more accurate to say that violence is possible rather than latent, waiting
burst forth. But so is tranquility possible. Neither are a necessary semantic
: ponent of the water itself.
In both Genesis 6-9, on the one hand, and Jonah 1 and Psalm 107 on the other,
,d brings a storm and then relief, in the first case upon the entire world and in the
,ond, upon an individual, with additional, collateral damage as well. There are
ortant differences between the accounts, however. In Genesis, the wind is the means
salvation, drying up the threatening water, while in Jonah and the psalm it is the
rveyor of the peril, and is not mentioned at all at the removal of the peril. In both
;es, God Celohim in Genesis, Yahweh in both Jonah and Psalm 107) wields these
terial forces as a tool, for weal or woe.

1

Red Sea62 (Exodus 14)
Leaving the relative verdure of Egypt, Israel faced yet another case of the
ativity of water at the Red Sea and the Sinai wilderness. In the course of traversing
• latter, lack of water caused grumbling and mounting insurrection. This was in spite
God repeatedly exhibiting his gracious love for his ungrateful people by supplying
!ir need for drinking water (Exod 15:22-25; l7:1-7; Num 20:2-13; 21:4-9, though the
im of a lack of water could well be specious here in this story of the bronze serpent,
~ce no such need is said to have been met by God within this passage; Deut 8: 15). At
~ Red Sea, however, too much water in the shape of the sea itself caused the problem.
,,,re Yahweh showed his grace by dividing the sea water sending a "strong east wind"
:4:21). This is the source of detrimental dryness in other contexts,63 but here prepares a
ly of escape. 64
This passage has also been construed as a polemic against pagan deities. 65
~ere is no explicit evidence of polemic in the narrative text itself, since the sea is no
ore personified as a pagan deity than is the wilderness itself, which is said to have
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"closed in upon them" (Exod 14:3). The sea is the same sort of impersonal obstacle a;,
the desert, one that needs to be crossed in order to reach the rest of the Promised L,;
The sea does not actively oppose; it passively blocks.
The story is retold in poetic form in Exodus 15, or some would suggest that):
poetry was the original, earliest rendition of this event, and possibly the earliest wri l
portion of the Old Testament. 66 Whatever is the actual order of the composition of l ~
two texts is not germane to the point being made here, since there seems to be Ii ;
evidence of a personified sea here in the poetry either. The wind is presented as !l
instrument of God (l5:8-"At the blast (ruah) of your nostrils the waters piled up, '
floods stood up in a heap; the deeps congealed in the heart of the sea."; 15: 10b-'TJi
blew with your wind,] the sea covered them; they sank like lead in the mighty wated
The sea does not oppose God, but rather serves him as an instrument in order to dest
the real enemy of the narrative, the Egyptian army.67
This power to conquer human armies thwarting God's plans is the core of '-' .
is remembered when the story is repeated by Rahab, the prostitute from Jerichc ,
Joshua 2: 10. She credits the terror felt by her people upon this episode of drying up ~
Red Sea. Here, unlike Job 26:12, it is not a Canaanite god Yam which is defeated, ' I
the specifically named geographical feature Yam Suph whose physical waters are dl ~
up. While there is no mention in her recollection of the a wind, she does credit the e\ t
with robbing her countrymen of their ruah, their 'courage', their very heart, wH
melted at the news of God's power over the elements just as the ice and snow had d I
before God's ruah in Ps 147:18. It appears that a victory by God over natl:lral elem<·I:
in the visible, earthly realm is sufficient to terrify the inhabitants of Jericho with 1
needing to postulate any mythical battle between various deities.

D. Elijah and Ahab (l Kings 17-18)
The main task in the ministry of Elijah was to withstand the encroachment:,
Baalism into Israel. Here we find active confrontation with the claims of BaallHac I
the god of the storm: thunder, and lightning, and downpour. Through the rain, whid i
claimed to provide, came the fertility of field, vine and orchard. Rather than makir j
propositional announcement regarding the powerlessness of Baal in this area
meteorological phenomena, Elijah provides existential demonstrations of the powel
Yahweh. His statement that Yahweh would withhold for three years the water t:
needed to sustain agriculture and supply the needs of the people (l Kings 17: 1) we I
have appeared audacious indeed. Ahab must have thought that this was indeed a W~ (
Cup match much to his liking. His team was odds-on favorite, since Baal's game ..
water provision, and Yahweh is not primarily a water or storm God, according ta l
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;;eptions.
As the game progressed, however, Yahweh was shown to have some skill in
I area of precipitation, even to the detriment of his own prophet. Elijah himself had to
d ly seek refuge in the town of Zarephath, the area from which Jezebel, Ahab's Baal
' shiping wife, originally hailed (1 Kings 16:11). When it came to the finals match at
I nt Carmel, the situation seemed even more lop-sided in favor of Baal, who not only
. the larger team (450 Baal prophets), but also had a much larger band of supporters
) Asherah prophets; 1 Kings 18:19) and the home field advantage. 68 Even the match
M was being played by Baal rules; goals scored by fire, probably in the form of
,tning burning up the· ball (I mean, the bull), itself an animal symbol of Baal. 69
When Elijah's turn came, the Baal prophets having been held scoreless, he
ilted it quite clear that the Baal rules were being followed, so he had the bull sacrifice
ered with water, which was claimed to be under the authority of Baal. Then, in
')onse to a quiet prayer, Yahweh, the 'Unstorm God,' showed his control over
ltning and his superiority over bull, water, and Baal prophet. Finally, at the very end
:he match, shows his superiority over Baal himself since he, Yahweh, causes it to
I: 18:44-"Look, a little cloud no bigger than a person's hand is rising out of the sea.";
In a little while the heavens grew black with clouds and wind; there was a heavy
Whether he knew the actual proverb itself, Ahab was basing his belief on the
h of Proverbs 25:23: "The north wind produces rain,,,7o and since his god, Baal, is
ciated with the north, he would have been confident. He probably would have done
I to keep in mind an earlier proverb now found in the same chapter (25: 14): "Like
ds and wind without rain is one who boasts of a gift never given." His belief in a
Ig god who promised rain and could not deliver would have catastrophic effect on
nation. 71

Elijah and Jehoshaphat/Jehoram (2 Kings 3)
The final Old Testament episode to which we will look involves the next
leration to the episode just studied. Jehoram, son of Ahab and Jezebel, was thwarted
lis military campaign against Mesha, king of Moab, due to a lack of water (2 Ki 3:9).
co-campaigner Jehoshaphat, apparently remembering the events of a few years
.viously,n wisely calls for advice from a prophet of Yahweh since he had seen
hweh's provision of water already in his lifetime under Ahab.
I
When Elisha arrived at the kings' headquarters, he "said to the king of Israel
:., Jehoram), 'What have I to do with you? Go to your father's prophets or to your
fther's" (3: 13a) He is forcing Jehoram to make a personal choice of allegiance:

;
I
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"Chose this day whom you will serve, but as for me and my house, we will serve Ir
Lord" (Josh 24:15). "Your house hasn't done so up to this point. Will you do so no':
Jehoram responds to this choice with blame rather than fealty: "No; it is the Lord
has summoned us, three kings, only to be handed over to Moab," (v. 13b); i.e. "God,:
us into this; he needs to get us out."
In spite of Jehoram's attitude and ancestry, and only in consideration
Jehoshaphat, Yahweh through Elisha promises to provide, but in a way more powe
and unexpected than 'even in the context with Baal and the ordinary, prover:
understanding of the relationship between wind and rain. In this instance "you shall I'
neither wind nor rain, but the wadi shall be filled with water" (v. 17), and this happelj
(v. 20). This is not being done to be a miraculous appearance of water, though the : ~
could be so read. It could just indicate a natural rainstorm which was happening fUT1l *
upstream. 73 They don't see either wind, which generally precedes rain, or the rain itst
This could also be a means of making Israel and her kings realize the prirr ~
cause of the graces granted to them. It seems to be driving them back from secondar ,
primary causes, something grasped later by Jeremiah, who wrote: "Can any idols of !
nations bring rain? Or can the heavens give showers? Is it not you, 0 Lord our G ~
We set our hope on you, for it is you who can do this (14:22)." Reymond takes this , l
personalization of the clouds, who themselves then are able to decide to give raiItll
withhold it. 74 Jeremiah's argument, however, seems to be in the opposite direction.1(
is denying personality to both idol and cloud, both of which are inanimate (
powerless on their own. Clouds cannot give rain except at the impetus of a hig, r
personal power, namely the God of Israel.
I

,I

II. New Testament
In only two separate incidents in the life of Jesus, wind and wave come (
textual contact. Using the Old Testament background presented above, how we I
participants and recorders of them have understood this?

A. Stilling the storm (Matt 8:23-27; Mark 4:35-41; Luke 8:22-25)
After a strenuous day of preaching and performing wonders, Jesus entel
boat with his disciples. He is exhausted and falls asleep, even though a violent StOI 1
comes on the sea,76 causing waves (kumaton) to threaten to swamp the boat. Jt ,I
rebukes the wind (anemos) and the sea (Matthew and Mark, with Luke reading kluq
waves), resulting in a calm. His amazed disciples ask concerning who he really is, Sl :
his power is such that even wind and sea (anemos and thalassa, Matthew and Mark J
wind and water (udatos, Luke) obey his rebuke.
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Some have read this passage as a continuation of Jesus ' previous work of
: rcizing demons, personifying the water and wind here. This is suggested since the
I
'rebuke' (epetimesen) used here is directed toward demons elsewhere (e.g., Mark
.5; 3: 12; 9: 15; in 8:33 directed toward Peter who is speaking Satan's words).77
:.ndry has convincingly argued that this is not the case,78 and there is no demonic
'olvement explicitly mentioned in the texts.
Numerous scholars look to the Old Testament for the background for the
ative presentation of the event. A number favor this being a reflection of Exodus 14
lere God used the wind on the Red Sea (see above, p. 21-22).79 There are numerous
rergences between the episodes, however, which lead to questioning this suggestion.
Gundry has pointed out, the enemy in Exodus is the Egyptian army, while here it is
, sea, and in Exodus the wind is a tool for salvation, while here it a cause of danger. 8o
e could also say that in the Gospels the salvation is from the water while in Exodus
. salvation is by the waters, which are never pictured as threatening in Exodus, unless
u are an Egyptian.
Pesch suggested a connection with the Jonah story where also a storm threatens
81 Gundry questions this interpretation as well in several
> life of a sleeping man.
unds: the sleepers sleep in different places (hold- Jonah; stern- Jesus), different
Icabulary (pneuma and kludon in Jonah LXX; lailaps and siesmos in the Gospels,
:hough Luke does use kludon in the passage), and historical peculiarities. 82
This suggestion might well deserve reexamination, however. The other major
ndidate for literary influence would appear to be the Noah episode in Genesis 8: 1, but
~ wind a saving force there compared to it as a threatening one here seems to be a
ljor hurdle. In both Jonah and the Gospels wind and water enclose the event,
curring at beginning and end, while the wind only ushers in the end in Genesis. The
mltant emotion of the occupants of the boat is the same in Jonah and the Gospels: fear
renesis - YL,; LXX and Gospels- phobos). In any case, the resultant wonder at the
ighty acts of God as being one who controls everything, even the elements, is a
gular result of these most irregular acts throughout both Testaments. 83 The noteworthy
ing for the disciples in our case is that the one who is doing these acts of God is Jesus.

Jesus Walking on the Sea (Matt 14:22-33; Mark 6:47-52; John 6:16-21)
In another instance the disciples were out on the sea, only this time Jesus was
It along. The waves picked up (kumaton, Matt 14:24; thalassa diegeireto, John 6:18)
.th a strong wind. When Jesus walked out toward the boat on the sea, the disciples
ok heart. Matthew has Peter joining Jesus walking on the water (hudatos; 14:29) but,
ghtened by the wind, he starts to sink until Jesus catches him. Matthew and Mark
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conclude with the wind ceasing when Jesus (and Peter) reaches the boat (Matt 14:28-~ '1
Mark 6:51), and all aboard are amazed (Mark 6:51) and start worshiping Jesus as GO(,I
son (Matt 14:33). John records nothing of Peter, the calming, or the worship.
This situation is presented in a slightly different way than any we ha:
encountered previously. Here there is no explicit mention of divine power in eith
bringing the wind and water or in controlling them. Jesus simply walks on the watec
if it were a path through a park. The incident with Peter seems to be showing Jest
power in being able to act in a saving way through or during the course of the stm
rather against or to quell it. Divine control is implicit in the event, even if not explicit
the text, and is recognized as such by the disciples. Their amazement (not the fear of t
previous episode discussed) and worship which follow are again usually associated WI
a divine act. This divine identification would have been augmented by Jesus statemt:il
84
of identity as the "I am" (~eimi) in Matthew 14:27.
I
No Old Testament passage provides a clear referent for this episode. There:
the similarity of the Red Sea becoming a pathway, but the dissimilarities outweigh t
similarities. Using the natural elements to go from one place to another has SOl
parallel with God riding on the clouds (Psalm 104:3; cf. 68:4),85 but that is the topic ,
another occasion.
The fury of wind and sea provide the narrative backdrop against which t
actions themselves are played out. In developing the narrative, they seem to fulfill t
same role as the wind and sea in Genesis 1. In that passage also there is no discussion ,
origin; the wind and waters are stage setting props upon which the story plays itself 0
In both cases God is able to work out his will, bringing order and stability withd
removing either element, as least as far as it is recorded in the texts themselves. In SOl
way Jesus is also acting as creator, if not of peace, which is not explicit in the Gene~
account, at least of order.

C. The Age to Come (Revelation 21-22)
The closing of the chiasm is much more blurred. The wind (anemos)
Revelation is constrained by the 4 angels in chapter 7, and does not reappear, beil
replaced by the personified pneuma. Any collocation of wind and sea (thalassa) is !
longer possible after Revelation 21:1, when the sea also is no more. Beale suggests t1
the sea in this passage means not only the physical body of water, but also includes j!
of its figurative usages. 86 The connotations which he draws on to justify the eliminati :
of the physical water are all negative, however. 87 While these do exist, they should r:
be seen to indicate that the sea is intrinsically evil or in opposition to God, since 11
have shown here many counter examples.
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While wind and water do not occur together in Revelation, hints of them can
;een in Revelation 22: 1. There the "river of the water of life", an allusion to Ezekiel
' and Zechariah 14:8,88 issues from God's throne. Since the original physical world
been completely destroyed, as this section of Revelation is understood by some,89
I . this reflects a completely new one, water plays an important role in the new as it did
. he old. Now God is stated in this new beginning to be the source of the water which
I he first beginning was without stated source. The water at the beginning, which was
anized and named in the process of bringing forth life, now becomes itself that
I rce. Water was there at the start, and water will be there at the end, and over all is
:d, creator, provider, sustainer, and Lord.
I
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58. Source undetermined.
59The writer of 4 Macc~bees, in exhorting his hearers based on the flood event, turns
the function of the wind around from what it is in Gen 8: 1. He uses it as a scourge rat,
than as the instrument of salvation. He writes: "Just as Noah's ark, carrying the work
the universal flood, stoutly endured the waves, so you,D guardian of the law,
overwhelmed from every side by the flood of your emotions and the violent winds, th
torture of your sons, endured nobly and withstood the wintery storms that assail
religion" (4 Maccabees 15:31-32).

60The psalm continues with further claims of God ' s power over water, which he is abr
both to withhold ("He turns rivers into a desert, springs of water into a thirsty ground,
fruitful land into a salty waste", 33-34a) and provide ("He turns a desert into pools of
water, a parched land into springs of water", 35), though no mention of wind is indue:
here.
6l.Reymond, L'eau 178.
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problems, see John R. Huddlestone, "Red Sea," ABD V 633-642.
63. Literal- Jonah 4:8; figurative- Isa 27:8; Ezek 17: 10; 19: 12; Hos 13: 15.

i
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the east wind within the narrative of the wilderness wanderings in Exodus, the use of l
term in the psalm most logically refers to this event at the Red Sea which enabled the
Israelites to reach the wilderness. While dischronologization such as this is not
uncommon in narrative texts (see W. J. Martin, "'Dischronologized' Narrative in the
Old Testament," Congress Volume: Rome, 1968 [VTSup 17; Leiden: Brill, 1969] 17~
186; David W. Baker, "The Consecutive Non-Perfective as Pluperfect in the Historic.
Books of the Hebrew Old Testament (Genesis - Kings)" [Regent College, Vancouver
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~ 182-185.
or the religious significance of the bulVcalf in Canaanite practice, see N. Wyatt,
If," DDD 180-182 and the bibliography there.

similar weather proverb, though with different wind directions, seemed to be
mon in Israel much later, since Jesus used two against the people in Luke 12:54-55:
len you see a cloud rising in the west, you immediately say, 'It's going to rain'; and
: happens. (55) And when you see the south wind blowing, you say, 'There will be
'ching heat'; and it happens." Since the Palestinian wind bringing rain was not
!rally a north wind, as stated in this proverb (25:23), it has been suggested that the
rerb has a non-Palestinian origin (1. van der Ploeg, "Prov. xxv 23," VT 3 [1953]
-192; Reymond L'eau 9; Derek Kidner, The Proverbs: An Introduction and
1mentary [TOTC; LondonIDowners Grove: Tyndale/Inter-Varsity, 1973] 160). A
omary weather pattern is also reflected in Jesus' teaching concerning the reception
!jection of his message being like wise or foolish builders (Matt 7:24-27). On both
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